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ABSTRACT 

All eukaryotic cells rely on endocytic events to satisfy a constant need for 
nutrient and fluid uptake from their surroundings. Endocytosis-dependent 
turnover of cell surface constituents also serves to control signal 
transduction and establish morphological changes in response to 
extracellular stimuli. During endocytosis, distinct protein machineries re-
sculpt the plasma membrane into vesicular carriers that enclose molecules 
that are to be taken up into the cell. Besides those produced from the 
canonical clathrin-mediated endocytic machinery, it is becoming 
increasingly clear that other membrane carriers exist. The indisputable 
connection between the function of these uptake systems and various 
disease states, highlights why it is so important to increase our knowledge 
about the underlying molecular machineries.  

The aim of this thesis was therefore to characterise the function of GRAF1, a 
protein suggested to be a tumour suppressor due to that the gene has been 
found to be mutated in certain cancer patients. My work focused on 
understanding how this protein operates during formation of clathrin-
independent carriers, with possible implications for disease development. 

Previous in vitro studies showed that GRAF1 harbours a GTPase activating 
domain to inactivate Rho GTPase Cdc42, a major actin cytoskeleton 
regulator. Herein, microscopy based approaches used to analyse HeLa cells 
demonstrated the importance of a transient interaction between GRAF1 and 
Cdc42 for proper processing of GRAF1-decorated carriers. Although 
GRAF1-mediated inactivation of Cdc42 was not vital for the budding of 
carriers from the plasma membrane, it was important for carrier maturation. 
In addition, studies of purified GRAF1 and its association with lipid bilayers 
identified a membrane scaffolding-dependent oligomerisation mechanism, 
with the ability to sculpt membranes. This was consistent with the 
assumption that GRAF1 possesses an inherent banana shaped membrane 
binding domain. Remarkably, this function was autoinhibited and in direct 
competition with the Cdc42 interaction domain. 

Finally, other novel GRAF1 interaction partners were identified in this 
study. Interestingly, many of these partners are known to be associated with 
protein complexes involved in cell adherence, spreading and migration. 
Although never actually seen localising to mature focal adhesions that 
anchor cells to their growth surface, dynamic GRAF1 carriers were captured 
travelling to and from such locations. Moreover, GRAF1 was recruited 
specifically to smaller podosome-like structures. Consistent with this, the 
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tracking of GRAF1 in live cells uncovered a clear pattern of dynamic carrier 
formation at sites of active membrane turnover – notably protrusions at the 
cell periphery. Furthermore, the silencing of GRAF1 gave rise to cells 
defective in spreading and migration, indicating a targeting of GRAF1-
mediated endocytosis to aid in rapid plasma membrane turnover needed for 
morphological changes that are a prerequisite for cell movement. Since these 
cells exhibited an increase in active Rab8, a GTPase responsible for polarised 
vesicle transport, the phenotype could also be explained by a defect in Rab8 
trafficking that results in hyperpolarisation. 

Taken together, the spatial and temporal regulation of GRAF1 membrane 
sculpting function is likely to be accomplished via its membrane binding 
propensity, in concert with various protein interactions. The importance of 
GRAF1 in aiding membrane turnover during cell movement spans different 
functional levels – from its local coordination of membrane and actin 
dynamics by interacting with Cdc42, to its global role in membrane lipid 
trafficking. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cells form the building blocks of all living organisms. Even if they generally 
are seen as separate functional entities, containing all information necessary 
to live and proliferate, their fates are very much dependent on the 
mechanical and chemical properties of the environment that they are in. For 
example, cells are known to relocate from one milieu to another in response 
to certain external cues, a behaviour that is absolutely vital for organ 
development and immune surveillance in higher organisms. The physical 
contact between a cell and its surrounding is limited to a boundary surface, 
constructed from a sealed lipid bilayer, and its associated protein and sugar 
components. Being anything but a passive structure, the mammalian cell 
surface continuously exchanges its constituents with the different functional 
compartments that build the cell, via membrane-enclosed transport vesicles. 
This exchange allows the internalisation (i.e. endocytosis) and secretion (i.e. 
exocytosis) of molecules and fluids, and thereby forms the basis for 
communication between the cell and its surrounding. In the context of cell 
movement, turnover of the surface governs many important aspects – it 
translates extracellular cues into intracellular signalling cascades, it 
determines the sensitivity to incoming stimuli by setting the level of 
receptivity, and it dictates its area and organisation to establish the 
polarisation of protrusions that is vital for directional migration. It is clear 
that failure to maintain cell surface homeostasis can result in serious 
conditions, such as developmental defects and cancer. Mammalian cells 
keep in control by having a surface with properties that restrict the turnover 
of its constituents, and instead actively drive processes such as endo- and 
exocytosis via strictly spatiotemporally regulated protein machineries. 

This thesis was focused on dissecting the biological function of a clinically 
interesting protein, GTPase regulator associated with Focal adhesion kinase-
1 (GRAF1), previously found to be a regulator of one of the more recently 
identified and sparsely characterised endocytic pathways. With this 
introduction I hope to convey a comprehensive description of the 
characteristics of the mammalian cell surface, which are important for 
keeping homeostasis, to thereby emphasise the absolute requirement of fine 
tuned regulation of the constant constituent turnover taking place during 
processes like cell movement. Knowledge gathered from better described 
endocytic pathways is then presented in the context of how the underlying 
protein machineries work to accomplish their tasks, under the restrictions of 
the cell surface properties. In connection to existing information, possible 
assumptions about the regulation of my pathway of interest are extrapolated 
from the resulting holistic view of the role of endocytic machineries. 
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THE CELL SURFACE 

Cells are enclosed by a protective surface, which separates the cytosol from 
the outside environment. The mammalian cell surface is constructed from a 
lipid bilayer, which is tightly connected to a meshwork of dynamic cortical 
actin, through a large number of peripheral and integral proteins. As the cell 
boundary, this structure has to serve as a resilient protection from chemical 
and physical stresses, but simultaneously allow uptake of nutrients from the 
surrounding and support the morphological changes that are required for 
cell life. Furthermore, a prerequisite is that these events are spatiotemporally 
synchronised to the prevailing environmental restraints, meaning that the 
cell surface also must sustain a continuous information exchange with the 
extracellular milieu. The complexity of this system is remarkable and still far 
from being fully understood. Research in the field has passed the point of 
structural descriptions and is now quickly making headway towards 
understanding how the lipid bilayer, the actin cortex and the many proteins 
linking the two, regulate each other at steady-state and in response to 
various environmental cues. However, one conclusion that can be drawn is 
that the versatile functions of the cell surface are a consequence of its 
inherent physical properties, and the continuous active coordination and 
reorganisation of its constituents. 

Plasma membrane 

The plasma membrane comprises a circa 5 nm thick and continuous lipid 
bilayer consisting of amphiphilic lipid molecules, the most abundant being 
phospholipids such as phosphoglycerides (e.g. phosphatidylethanolamine, 
phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylcholine) and sphingomyelin [1, 2]. 
Others, like cholesterol and glycolipids, are also important constituents. 
Despite the conserved basic structure of these molecules (cholesterol being 
an exception), differences in fatty acid chain and head group chemistry will 
affect their packing and the local physical characteristics of the bilayer [3].  

Peripheral and integral proteins are believed to make up around 50% of the 
plasma membrane mass, although this approximation seems to vary 
depending on the cell type [1, 2]. Some integral membrane proteins span the 
whole bilayer, either as one or several transmembrane α helix or helices, or 
as multiple transmembrane β sheets forming a closed barrel. Others attach 
more shallowly through the insertion of an amphiphilic α helix, or at least 
one covalently attached hydrophobic anchor. Peripheral membrane proteins 
instead interact with the lipid bilayer by non-covalent binding to the polar 
head groups, or integral membrane proteins. There are also examples that 
utilise more than one of the mentioned strategies for cell surface attachment. 
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While the bilayer functions as an impermeable barrier for polar molecules, it 
is its associated proteins that ensure the controlled uptake of specific ions 
and organic solutes, and the excretion of waste products [1]. Furthermore, 
these proteins are also key players in converting extracellular signals into 
intracellular signalling cascades that ultimately direct the cell response. 
Moreover, dependent on their structure and chemistry, they can have an 
impact on the physical properties of the cell surface [4]. Noteworthy, just 
like some lipids, integral plasma membrane proteins are often glycosylated 
on their extracellularly exposed parts and thereby contribute to formation of 
a carbohydrate coat surrounding the cell [1]. This so-called glycocalyx is 
believed to protect the cell from environmental stresses. 

The distribution of plasma membrane constituents is both heterogenic and 
dynamic, with implications of tight spatiotemporal regulation that at present 
is far from being resolved. However, some major patterns have been 
identified. A pronounced asymmetry is seen in the lipid allocation between 
bilayer leaflets, where species like phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin 
are found mainly in the outer leaflet, while phosphatidylethanolamine and 
phosphatidylserine instead predominantly localise to the inner leaflet [5]. 
This uneven distribution is accomplished through the flipping or flopping of 
phospholipids between the two monolayers, mainly with the aid of lipid 
translocators. On top of this, integral plasma membrane proteins always 
have a set direction in relation to the two bilayers, originating from their 
synthesis before they reach the cell surface [5]. Asymmetry is also found in 
the plane of the plasma membrane, where lipids and proteins by interactions 
and segregations among themselves, can form complexes or domains of 
various sizes and stabilities [5].  

Plasma membrane constituents exist in constant lateral movement, 
previously thought to correspond to random diffusion resulting from the 
liquid characteristics of the lipid bilayer [2]. However, measurements in 
living cells have since revealed significantly slower diffusion rates within 
the plasma membrane, than in artificial bilayers created in vitro [5]. Recently, 
several models have been introduced to conceptualise the apparent 
compartmentalisation of plasma membrane constituents found in vivo [5]. 
The lateral constraints are attributed to the existence of dynamic diffusion 
barriers, created by collisions and interactions between transmembrane 
proteins and the underlying cytoskeleton (see next section). Clustering of 
lipids and proteins are likely to further negatively affect free diffusion, even 
within the barrier boundaries of these compartments. The cytoskeleton is 
also believed to drive the directed movement of some integral membrane 
proteins by a direct anchoring.  
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Important functional effects of clustering and compartmentalisation of 
plasma membrane constituents are expected on the basis of its potential to 
localise signalling events, by segregation and concentration of lipid and 
protein entities, to thereby affect both duration and intensity of 
transmembrane signal transduction in response to external stimuli [5]. At 
the cell level, the heterogenic distribution of such signalling platforms plays 
a vital role in the establishment and maintenance of cell polarity, for 
example during cell movement. 

Cortical cytoskeleton 

The cytoskeleton forms a system of filamentous structures that span the 
cytoplasm, and additionally create a cortical meshwork closely tethered to 
the plasma membrane in the cell periphery [6]. As the major structural 
support of the cell, the cytoskeleton is responsible for controlling cell shape 
throughout exposure to mechanical stress and movement in response to 
extracellular stimuli. Most cells have three types of filaments that collaborate 
to regulate their structural organisation – actin filaments, microtubules and 
intermediate filaments [6]. Although all consist of polymers formed from 
subunits that can rapidly assemble and disassemble, differences in the 
interactions holding respective filament type together and in their available 
accessory proteins, seem to have resulted in a divergence of functions [1]. 
The cortical cytoskeleton beneath the plasma membrane is believed to 
mainly consist of actin filaments [7]. Even if not discussed further here, it 
should however not be forgotten that both microtubules and intermediate 
filaments have been found to make contacts with the plasma membrane and 
all three cytoskeletal players can affect each other’s functions [6, 8-10]. 

Polarised double-stranded helical filaments, i.e. the basic building blocks of 
the actin cytoskeleton, are formed by rapid polymerisation of cytosolic actin 
monomers [1]. As quickly as they form, they can also be dismantled. In fact, 
actin filaments are believed to undergo polymerisation and 
depolymerisation simultaneously, which is a good proof of point for their 
importantly transient character. In cells, these basic building blocks are 
found organised into larger structures such as parallel or antiparallel 
bundles, and branched or cross-linked networks, all with their specialised 
functional contributions to cell shape control [11] (Figure 1). Although, the 
actin filaments have some intrinsic physical characteristics, the structure and 
dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton should be attributed to the large number 
of accessory proteins that regulate all facets of its existence and function. 

Despite its vital impact on cell life, the knowledge about the molecular 
organisation of the cortex seems surprisingly sparse. Cortical actin in non-
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erythroid cells is described as a three-dimensional meshwork of single and 
bundled actin filaments, adjacent to the cytosolic surface of the plasma 
membrane [11]. These are organised both in parallel and perpendicular to 
the lipid bilayer, forming an inner coat thought to span a depth of 50-200 nm 
[12, 13]. Filaments form a network, maybe connected by the presence of actin 
crosslinkers and/or branches, resulting in a mesh size ranging from 20 to 
250 nm, which is consistent with the plasma membrane constituent diffusion 
barriers mentioned above [12]. Accessory proteins that regulate the 
polymerisation and organisation of filaments, as well as those that link these 
structures to the plasma membrane, have been connected to the cortical actin 
network [7]. 

There is little doubt of the significance of the cortical actin meshwork for the 
maintenance of cell shape, but it is important to remember that this structure 
is much more than a passive shell. The presence of myosin motor proteins 
allows actin filament sliding in relation to each other, giving rise to 
expansive or contractive forces [7]. Individual actin filaments and larger 

Figure 1⏐Migrating cell. 
Representation of a cell moving over a two-dimensional surface in the direction of the arrow. 
Black dots mark indicated integrin-based cell-matrix adhesions. Grey lines correspond to actin 
filaments forming a branched and cross-linked network within the lamellipodium. Bundles of 
parallel and antiparallel actin filaments build filopodia at the leading edge and contractile 
stress fibres within the cell body, respectively. 
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connected structures continuously assemble, disassemble and reorganise on 
a second’s timescale [7, 11]. As mentioned above, movement within the 
cortex meshwork is believed to contribute to reorganisation of direct 
anchored plasma membrane constituents. At the same time, the plasma 
membrane will control the dynamics of the actin filaments, through the 
activation of membrane associated actin regulators in response to 
extracellular stimuli [14]. This crosstalk between the bilayer and the cortex is 
vital to coordinate complex cellular processes such as migration, during 
which the cortical actin in a polarised manner rapidly reorganises to form 
protrusive structures like the branched and crosslinked two-dimensional 
network within lamellipodia, the parallel bundles within filopodia or the 
actin free blebs [11, 15] (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

Cell-matrix adhesions 

Studies mainly performed in two-dimensional cell cultures, have revealed 
the presence of various adhesive structures that transect the ventral cell 
surface. Integrin-based cell-matrix adhesions differ in their architectures, 
dynamics and (likely as a result of this) functions, but still share some basic 
features. One of the most important functional qualities is their physical 
linkage of molecules in the extracellular matrix (ECM) to the actin 
cytoskeleton. This link consists of multiprotein complexes that via protein-
to-protein interactions indirectly connect ECM-bound transmembrane 
integrin receptors to cytosolic actin filaments. Many of the constituent 
scaffolding and signalling proteins are common to all of these structures 
[16]. Studies on one type of the integrin-based cell-matrix adhesions have 
revealed that a continuous turnover of resident proteins takes place during 
their lifetime, indicating an amazing plasticity of these structures [17]. 
Moreover, integrin-based cell-matrix adhesions can sense their chemical and 
physical surroundings, and induce specific regulatory pathways by 
recruitment of selective signalling molecules, which results in the ability of 
the cell to quickly respond to the received information [17].  

The best described integrin-based cell-matrix adhesions to date are focal 
adhesions (FAs). FAs are large elongated complexes (≈ 1 μm broad, 3-5 μm 
long) found in well spread cells, e.g. fibroblasts [17]. In a migrating cell, 
nascent adhesion contacts are established under the lamellipodium by 
activation and clustering of integrin receptors, recruitment of adhesion 
proteins and initiation of actin polymerisation [17] (Figure 1). These 
structures can grow into short-lived (≈ 1-2 min) focal complexes (∅ ≈ 1 μm), 
that further can mature into the more stable (several tens of min) FAs 
connected to actin stress fibres and found on the border of the lamellum 
zone just behind the lamellipodium. The establishment and maintenance of 
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these structures are highly dependent on the mechanical tension that they 
are subjected to [17, 18]. FAs are important regulators of cell movement, 
because of their connections to the actin cytoskeleton, the major internal 
force generator. The links formed to the ECM by FAs are hypothesised to 
create traction and slow down the retrograde flow of growing actin 
filaments in the lamellipodium, to thereby allow the force from actin 
polymerisation at the leading edge to create a protrusion in the plasma 
membrane [18]. This traction is also important for stress fibres to propagate 
their contractile forces throughout the cell body, to pull it forward, as FAs 
disassemble at the lagging edge [17]. Moreover, these structures are not only 
shown to sense the properties of the substrate surface, but can further 
induce remodelling of the ECM by the tension that they exert [18]. 

Podosome-type adhesion (PTA) (or invadosome) is a collective denotation 
for what has been suggested as two closely related integrin-based cell-matrix 
adhesions called podosomes and invadopodia, present in e.g. immune cells, 
endothelial cells and cancer cells [19]. PTAs are found on protrusive 
structures, with lifetimes varying from minutes to hours [19]. Perhaps more 
clear in podosomes, these punctate adhesions are constructed from a denser 
actin core surrounded by a ring of scaffolding and signalling proteins, that 
overlap with a less dense actin cloud [20]. Actin cores are built up from 
bundled filaments with a perpendicular orientation to the ECM, while the 
cloud consists of a filament network parallel to the substrate surface. This 
dynamic actin network is believed to control the assembly of individual 
PTAs into patterns such as rosettes, or belts. Formation of podosomes and 
invadopodia does not seem to be dependent on mechanical tension in the 
same way as the establishment of FAs [20]. The role of these structures in 
cell movement is not clear. Similar to FAs they are however suggested to be 
mechanosensitive and able to create traction forces [20]. Furthermore, the 
ability of PTAs to secrete different metalloproteases, implies that they have a 
specific role in cell movement, by coordinating migration with local ECM 
degradation. 

CELL SURFACE DYNAMICS 

As hinted throughout the previous sections, the cell surface is not only 
dynamic within the plane, but also in the third dimension (from now on 
referred to as cell surface dynamics). In response to extracellular signals, it 
undergoes continuous shape changes and can transiently deform to generate 
various topological structures (Figure 2). Examples of these are the 
protrusions that frequently appear, reorganise and retract at the leading 
edge of migrating cells. Notably, inherent to the construction of the cell 
surface are physical properties that keep the local deformations under tight 
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control, by inferring an energy cost to them. These physical restraints further 
coordinate the actions of endocytic and exocytic machineries that 
spatiotemporally control the sorting and reshuffling of plasma membrane 
lipids and proteins, via their regulated trafficking between the cell surface 
and intracellular compartments. In this way, cell surface dynamics are 
actively mediated and completely reliant on the relative action of these 
pathways of plasma membrane turnover. In general, the key protein families 
that have been implicated as managers of cell surface dynamics are often 
functionally connected and correspond to regulators of cortical actin 
polymerisation, lipid metabolism and bilayer curvature. This further 
confirms the complex coordination of the plasma membrane and cortical 
actin dynamics, which because of the inherent physical properties of the cell 
surface, is required to accomplish local shape changes. 

 

Resistance to deformations 

Lipids that make up the plasma membrane have different inherent shapes, 
determined by the bulk sizes of their head groups in relation to their fatty 
acid chains [3]. If the head-to-chain steric area ratio is close to one, the lipid 
has a cylindrical shape, while a ratio separated from one implies a conical 
shape. Phenomena like clustering of certain lipid species and monolayer 
asymmetry, can therefore influence the local spontaneous curvature of the 
bilayer. Additionally, the plasma membrane has an in-plane tension, 

Figure 2⏐Topological structures of the cell surface. 
Examples of local deformations with high curvatures that transiently form at the cell surface; 
endocytic carriers, membrane reservoirs, filopodia and blebs. PM – plasma membrane. AC – 
actin cortex. SF – stress fibre. 
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originating from osmotic pressure differences over the bilayer and from 
actin filaments polymerising against the cytosolic leaflet [21]. Contractile 
forces within the cortical actin, together with the adhesion energy from its 
many interactions with the plasma membrane, can further counteract the 
pressures from within [7]. Apparent membrane tension has been physically 
measured in living cells by laser tweezer plasma membrane tether-pulling 
experiments and is believed to represent the sum of the bilayer and 
cytoskeletal component, where their relative contributions are hard to 
separate because of their interdependence and might even vary in different 
cell states or types. [22-25]. 

Local deformation of the cell surface, beyond its spontaneous curvature, will 
be opposed by the apparent membrane tension and is in other words 
coupled to an energy cost. It seems that the price to form local topological 
structures is paid through the different functions of various cell surface 
associated proteins. More specifically, integral and peripheral membrane 
proteins can promote local curvature by affecting the spontaneous shape of 
the bilayer, and by applying mechanical forces or constraints (see later 
section) [4]. Moreover, activities within the cortex are also important 
determinants for accomplishing plasma membrane deformation. This is 
especially evident during cell migration when lamellipodia and filopodia 
generation is powered by actin polarisation against the bilayer [26], or when 
osmotic pressure drives bleb protrusions at locations of weak adhesion 
between the bilayer and the cortex [22] (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

Putting the generation of more pronounced local surface deformations 
under physical restraints, necessitates the cell to actively drive all such cell 
surface dynamics. This effort further implies a need to keep apparent 
membrane tension under strict control. Consistent with this, apparent 
membrane tension is now recognised as an important regulator of biological 
processes that involve changes in plasma membrane topology [24]. 
Accumulating evidence points towards this parameter as both a local and 
global temporal coordinator of biochemical events underlying cell surface 
dynamics during cell movement [24, 27-34].  

Plasma membrane turnover 

Even under conditions when the overall cell surface area is kept constant, 
there is still a continuous turnover of plasma membrane lipids and proteins 
via transport vesicles. Endocytic carriers are created from local patches of 
the cell surface, which are invaginated and scissioned off into the cytosol as 
membrane-enclosed vesicles. Exocytic carriers, on the other hand, are 
generated from internal membrane reservoirs, such as endosomal 
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compartments or other organelles. These cytosolic membrane-enclosed 
vesicles can dock at and fuse with the plasma membrane, to instead insert 
local patches into the cell surface. As further elaborated on for endocytosis 
in the sections below, specialised protein machineries stringently direct each 
step of these processes [35, 36]. Since the turnover of plasma membrane 
constituents dictates what, when and where lipids and proteins are 
displayed at the cell surface, endocytosis and exocytosis together build the 
very foundation of cell communication, surface dynamics and homeostasis.  

In essence, endocytosis and exocytosis constitute the only routs in which 
patches of membrane can be removed from or added into the cell surface. 
This means that these two processes need to be coordinated at all times, 
since it is the balance between them that determines whether the cell surface 
area is kept constant or not. Interestingly, apparent membrane tension is 
suggested to be a key regulator for organising the relative net effects of the 
two processes, where an increase in tension inhibits endocytosis and 
activates exocytosis, and a decrease results in more endocytosis [25, 37]. 
Dependent on its direction, a shift in the plasma membrane trafficking 
balance will therefore lead to a diminishing or an expanding cell surface 
area. In turn, the resulting area adjustment would equilibrate the tension 
change that induced it and thereby restore the system. 

Major regulators 1 – Ras GTPases 

Among the members of the Ras superfamily of GTPases, three are widely 
implicated in the regulation of cell surface dynamics – the Rho, Arf and Rab 
families. Despite their involvement in separate cellular processes, their basic 
function and mode of regulation is conserved, with the exception of some 
atypical family members. Ras GTPases contain a nucleotide binding site, 
with affinity for both guanosine diphosphate (GDP) and guanosine 
triphosphate (GTP). Depending on what nucleotide species that is bound, 
they can assume different conformations, resulting in either inactive (GDP-
bound) or active (GTP-bound) proteins [38] (Figure 3). In their active states, 
these proteins can interact with various downstream effectors and thereby 
induce elaborate signalling cascades that can have great impact on a global 
scale.  

GTPases are enzymes that catalyse the hydrolysis of bound GTP to GDP, 
however this intrinsically induced nucleotide conversion is relatively slow. 
The activity switch of Ras GTPases is thus further regulated by the 
interaction with other accessory proteins. Guanine nucleotide exchange 
factors (GEFs) activate GTPases by promoting the exchange of bound GDP 
to GTP, and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) stimulate the intrinsic 
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enzymatic activity of nucleotide hydrolysis to inactivate GTPases [39] 
(Figure 3). Rho, Rab and Arf GTPases are post-translationally modified with 
lipid moieties that link them to bilayers. The inactivation of these enzymes is 
often correlated with dissociation from the membrane surface. In the case of 
Rho and Rab families, this event requires guanosine nucleotide dissociation 
inhibitors to bind the GDP-bound enzyme and mask the lipid anchor as it is 
extracted from the lipid bilayer, while Arf enzymes can disguise their post-
translational modification as a result of conformational changes following 
GTP-hydrolysis [39, 40].  

 

The molecular switch mechanism of most Ras GTPases allows them to signal 
only in a transient fashion. Moreover, their dependence on accessory 
proteins for activation and inactivation in response to extracellular stimuli, 
dictates their time and place of function. It is clear from the many accessory 
and effector proteins, and thus signalling pathways associated with each 
GTPase, that the cell would be in trouble unless these enzymes are tightly 
regulated. To add to the complexity, functional crosstalk also exist, both 
between members of the same family and between members of different 
families, which would further help to restrict their activities to certain 
locations and times. This complex regulation permits GTPases to only 
locally recruit, activate or inactivate their downstream effectors. 

Twenty Rho GTPases have been described in mammals [41], of which three 
have been more thoroughly studied – RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42. Furthermore, 
over 80 GEFs and 70 GAPs have been suggested to regulate this family of 
proteins [41]. The effect of Rho GTPases on cell surface dynamics is largely 
attributable to their direct involvement in both cortical actin and plasma 
membrane dynamics. Through their effector proteins RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42 
can promote actin polymerisation and stability, as well as determine 
filament organisation, in response to both chemical and physical 

Figure 3⏐Ras GTPase molecular switch. 
Schematic depicting the nucleotide-dependent activity cycle shared among the typical Ras 
GTPases, and regulated through GEFs and GAPs.  
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extracellular cues [41-44]. Their respective contributions to polarised cell 
body contraction and protrusion have been especially thoroughly 
investigated in migrating cells [41]. All three GTPases have also been 
implicated in the regulation of lipid modifying enzymes involved in 
phosphoinositide metabolism (see next section) [45]. The direct connection 
between Rho GTPases, and plasma membrane and cortical actin dynamics, 
could explain the more recent recognition of these enzymes as coordinators 
of endocytosis [35]. 

Arf GTPases control cell surface dynamics on the basis of their impact on 
membrane trafficking. The family of Arf GTPases includes 29 members in 
humans, of which among the best described are Arf1 and Arf6 [46]. Just like 
the Rho GTPases mentioned above, these proteins can affect the lipid 
environment by interacting with lipid modifying enzymes, but also by 
inserting an amphipathic N-terminal helix and thereby inflicting curvature 
in their residence membrane [47, 48]. Arf GTPases are suggested to regulate 
actin dynamics via crosstalk with Rho GTPases [49]. Moreover, they are 
important both for vesicle formation from donor membranes and vesicle 
fusion with acceptor membranes, through direct regulation of protein 
components of respective machinery [47, 50].  

Rab GTPases constitute a family of over 60 proteins in humans, which is 
regarded as absolutely vital for the intricate coordination of membrane 
trafficking [51]. This big family affects cell surface dynamics by regulating 
basically all steps of intracellular vesicle transport; from the formation of a 
vesicle from a donor membrane, its maturation and trafficking along 
cytoskeletal elements, to the fusion of the vesicle with the target membrane. 
Importantly, the presence of different Rab GTPases on different membrane 
compartments serves as an identity tag, allowing recruitment of organelle 
specific proteins and correct trafficking of lipids and proteins [51]. 

Major regulators 2 – Phosphoinositides 

As described above, plasma membrane lipids are not only passive 
participants during cell surface dynamics, but can influence membrane 
deformation by their physical properties that affect clustering and protein 
recruitment. A functionally very important lipid is phosphatidylinositol (PI), 
built up from an inositol head group linked to a glyceride phosphate 
backbone [52]. The inositol ring can be reversibly phosphorylated at three 
positions, giving rise to seven different phosphoinositide species – PI(3)P, 
PI(4)P, PI(5)P, PI(3,4)P2, PI(3,5)P2, PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3. Successive 
modifications by specific kinases and phosphatases will quickly convert one 
species to another, although the seven PI derivatives still show distinct 
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distribution patterns within cellular membranes, which is an indication of 
strict regulation of their metabolism.  

Despite their relatively low abundance, phosphoinositide species have 
important roles in cell biology. The basis for this is their function in the 
recruitment and regulation of various more or less specific phosphoinositide 
interacting scaffolding or signalling proteins [53-55]. Among these are many 
factors controlling cortical actin dynamics, e.g. Rho GTPases and their 
regulators [56]. These lipid species also recruit proteins that are involved in 
plasma membrane turnover, and that through binding can affect their 
clustering and mobility within the bilayer, as well as the local curvature of 
the cell surface (see next section) [56, 57]. Some phosphoinositide specis are 
hydrolysed into second messengers that are important signalling molecules 
[52]. 

The most abundant of the PI derivatives is PI(4,5)P2. It is found enriched at 
the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane [52], and through its recruitment of 
proteins linking the lipid bilayer to the cortical actin, is thought to be a major 
supplier of cell surface adhesion energy and apparent membrane tension 
[58]. Furthermore, biochemical experiments have revealed that PI(4,5)P2 
interacts with and regulates proteins directly involved in actin 
polymerisation [56]. In general, PI(4,5)P2 seems to promote the function of 
actin binding proteins that support filament assembly and inhibit the 
activity of those that stimulate filament disassembly. Another PI derivative, 
PI(3,4,5)P3, is also suggested to promote actin polymerisation at the plasma 
membrane [58]. Thus, both PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 are key players in 
controlling cell surface dynamics by their functions as mediators of intimate 
crosstalk between the plasma membrane and the actin cortex. 

Major regulators 3 – Membrane sculpting proteins 

A number of peripheral membrane proteins have recently been connected to 
cell surface dynamics, on the basis of their ability to promote local 
deformations [57]. The membrane sculpting activities seen when mixing 
such factors with artificial bilayers, or by overexpressing them in living cells, 
are generally explained by two mechanisms (Figure 4). Some proteins 
mould membranes into restricted shapes of high curvature, by acting as 
scaffolds [57]. This is accomplished through the formation of a positively 
charged concave or convex protein surface (likely created from oligomers) 
that sculpts the bilayer as it directly interacts with the negatively charged 
lipid head groups, or alternatively via the generation of a curved lattice 
linked to the bilayer via adaptor proteins. Other factors instead deform 
membranes by inserting a hydrophobic amino acid stretch, or an 
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amphipathic helix, into the cytosolic leaflet to thereby create a wedge effect 
[57]. Finally, several examples exist where a combination of both strategies 
are used. By employing these mechanisms, membrane sculpting proteins are 
able to stabilise and/or induce local bilayer deformations, potentially with a 
preference for sites of local curvature and/or packing defects in the plasma 
membrane. 

 

Many of the peripheral plasma membrane proteins that promote bilayer 
deformations harbour additional functional domains other than those 
responsible for lipid interaction and sculpting activity. Examples of 
commonly seen accessory domains within these factors are those that confer 
binding to specific PI derivatives, those that regulate activities of Rho 
GTPases and those that associate with the actin polymerisation machinery 
[56, 59-61]. This implies that such peripheral membrane proteins are 
targeted to lipid domains rich in certain phosphoinositide species and Rho 
GTPases. When docked to the cytosolic leaflet, they could affect the mobility 
of the interacting lipids as well as the local actin polymerisation, to promote 
areas of higher curvature in the cell surface. In other words, the physical 
constraints to cell surface deformations would be overcome (or alternatively 
decreased) by a simultaneous and spatiotemporally well restricted 
coordination of plasma membrane and cortex dynamics. In agreement with 
this, membrane sculpting proteins have been suggested to work in concert 
with the actin polymerisation machinery during the formation of 
protrusions like filopodia and lamellipodia, as well as invaginations 
growing into endocytic carriers [57].  

 

Figure 4⏐Strategies for local protein-mediated plasma membrane deformation.  
Schematic visualising two peripheral membrane proteins (grey) that are recruited to the inner 
leaflet of the bilayer, where they function to sculpt the surface into shapes of higher curvature 
by mechanisms of scaffolding or wedging. PM – plasma membrane.  
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ENDOCYTIC PROTEIN MACHINERIES 

As a key determinant of plasma membrane composition and organisation, 
endocytosis is vital for nutrient uptake and signal transduction into the cell. 
The importance of keeping this process under strict control appears to have 
resulted in the evolution of different uptake pathways, directed by complex 
protein machineries. Micropinocytic endocytic machineries are in 
mammalian cells divided into clathrin-dependent, caveolae-mediated, and 
clathrin- and caveolae-independent on the basis of their associated protein 
regulators, vesicle morphology and identified cargo molecules. Some of 
these pathways work simultaneously, likely influenced by crosstalk, while 
their respective contributions to plasma membrane turnover seem to be cell 
state- and type-dependent. Some are suggested to be continuously 
functional, while others have been shown to respond to certain stimuli. The 
two routes of micropinocytosis that have been most extensively studied to 
date, are clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) and caveolae-mediated 
uptake. However, discoveries in recent years have provided some new clues 
about the function and regulation of clathrin- and caveolae-independent 
processes. A number of proteins associated with the respective pathways 
have been identified and further functionally characterised, revealing a clear 
pattern. Despite differences in how these pathways are organised, most of 
the identified underlying factors are proteins belonging to families of 
membrane and actin dynamics regulators. It is very tempting to assume that 
the main task of the different endocytic molecular machineries actually is to 
synchronise plasma membrane and cortex activities, to achieve the different 
morphological stages of high curvature needed for transport vesicle 
formation. 

Lessons learnt from CME 

CME describes the process whereby various cargo molecules enter cells via 
transport vesicles, coated by a protein lattice of polymerised clathrin [62] 
(Figure 5). The formation of these ca. ∅100 nm endocytic carriers follows a 
distinct pattern of morphological stages; from initial growing invaginations 
in the cell surface, clustering of cargo and assembly of clathrin coats, to 
scission events generating the nascent internal membrane-enclosed vesicles 
that rapidly shed their coats [63]. Interestingly, the different stages of carrier 
development correlate to the sequential recruitment of the peripheral 
plasma membrane proteins making up the molecular machinery driving 
CME. An impressive number of proteins have been found to be involved in 
this pathway, such as cargo adaptors, as well as mediators of membrane 
sculpting, lipid metabolism and actin regulation. These proteins participate 
in an intricate network of cross-interactions, allowing them to 
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spatiotemporally tightly control each other’s recruitment and activity. From 
the more than 50 identified proteins making up the machinery responsible 
for CME, not all are likely to be present at every endocytic event 
simultaneously [64]. The formation of clathrin-coated vesicles is thought to 
be directed by a few core regulators, while the addition of different 
accessory components potentially can provide this pathway with cell 
specificity and adaptability [65]. 

An important characteristic of CME is the inherent cargo molecule 
recognition, responsible for sorting for example certain integral plasma 
membrane receptors and their ligands into forming carriers. At the 
endocytic site, adaptor protein 2 (AP2) together with a number of more 
specific accessory adaptors, form physical links between these integral 
plasma membrane proteins and the assembling clathrin coat. The sorting 
specificity is based on the presence of cytosolic motifs in the cargo 
molecules, which are recognised and bound by the CME protein machinery 
through their corresponding adaptors [66]. Some receptors are constitutively 
packaged and trafficked via clathrin-coated endocytic carriers, while the 
uptake of others can be induced by the binding of their specific ligands [67-
70]. Importantly, this mode of sorting gives both specificity and sensitivity to 
the uptake process, since cargo molecules need not to directly compete for 
their space in a forming transport vesicle on the basis of their prevalence. 

Different membrane sculpting proteins localise to the endocytic site during 
different stages of the generation of a nascent clathrin-coated vesicle [65]. 
Perhaps not so surprisingly, the principle components of these vesicles are 
clathrin light and heavy chains [71]. Since clathrin does not bind directly to 
the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane, the formation of the characteristic 
coat structure that encloses these carriers is dependent on its interactions 
with AP2 [72] and other accessory cargo adaptors [73]. It is questionable 
whether clathrin polymerisation alone can generate the force needed to 
deform the plasma membrane into invaginations of high local curvature, but 
this protein is without doubt a defining factor of the part of the CME 
machinery that governs bilayer sculpting [65, 71, 74, 75]. As the final step of 
nascent transport vesicle generation, clathrin-coated invaginations need to 
be scissioned off from the plasma membrane. Such events require the 
function of the GTPase dynamin [76-78]. GTP-bound dynamin oligomerises 
around the base of growing invaginations, and GTP-hydrolysis is then 
suggested to induce conformational changes within the oligomer that create 
a constricted and destabilised neck [79]. Aside from clathrin and dynamin, 
various other membrane sculpting proteins localise to sites of CME. Several 
of these factors have been characterised as multidomain proteins that 
interact with other components of this machinery, suggesting that their role 
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might span beyond stabilising and/or inducing plasma membrane 
deformation [80]. Their preference of binding lipid bilayers of different 
curvatures and identities could very well imply that they also play 
important roles as spatiotemporal sensors that recruit downstream accessory 
proteins on the basis of the morphological stage of the endocytic event. 

Extensive studies on CME have also revealed the importance of stringently 
regulated local lipid metabolism during the formation of transport vesicles. 
PI(4,5)P2 is present at the site of forming invaginations [81] and depletion of 
this phosphoinositide species leads to a loss of clathrin-mediated endocytic 
events [82-84]. These results are consistent with the preferential binding to 
PI(4,5)P2 of many of the components within the protein machinery driving 
CME [53]. This phosphoinositide species is important during the initial 
stages of endocytic events. However, several PI-5’-phosphatases have been 
found at sites of invagination [85-88] and a turnover of PI(4,5)P2 likely 
occurs during the later stages of vesicle formation [85]. Conversion of 
PI(4,5)P2 to PI(3,4)P2 via the action of PI-3’-kinase C2α is suggested to be 
vital for carrier maturation and scission [89]. 

The importance of local actin dynamics during formation of clathrin-coated 
vesicles has been inferred from numerous indirect and direct lines of 
evidence. For example, several of the proteins building up the machinery 
driving this pathway have affinity for regulators of actin polymerisation 
[90], and actin accessory proteins are localised to sites of clathrin-mediated 
endocytic events [91-95]. Moreover, inhibition of actin polymerisation using 
various antagonists has been shown to affect different aspects of CME 
dynamics [96-99]. However, this implication of actin-dependence for 
transport vesicle generation is not consistent over all experimental settings 
used [100, 101]. Accumulating evidence points towards the need for actin 
dynamics during formation of clathrin-coated carriers, specifically under 
conditions of internalisation of larger cargoes [102-104] or endocytosis from 
sites of high membrane tension [101, 105-107]. Under these circumstances 
the energy barrier of constructing an endocytic vesicle is likely higher and 
require extra force that needs to be provided by actin dynamics, possibly by 
polymerising filaments and/or myosin motors. Interestingly, branched actin 
filaments associated with different stages of forming clathrin-coated carriers 
have been captured by electron microscopy and tomography [108]. These 
images revealed small actin patches at the rim of shallow buds, deeper 
invaginations with a collar of filaments with their growing ends directed 
towards the neck, and vesicles with comet tails. These results further 
support the hypothesis that the force from actin filaments drives neck 
elongation and vesicle separation from the plasma membrane.  
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Lessons learnt from caveolae 

Caveolae are bulb-shaped 60-80 nm wide, sometimes clustered into larger 
rosettes and often quite stable, invaginations in the plasma membrane [109] 
(Figure 5). These structures constitute nanodomains enriched with 
sphingomyelin, cholesterol, and negatively charged lipids such as 
phosphatidylserine and PI(4,5)P2 [81, 110, 111]. In contrast to clathrin-coated 
carriers, their abundances vary between different cell types [112] and their 
cellular distributions can also be heterogeneous [113, 114], indicating more 
specific biological functions. Caveolae are considered as platforms that are 
important for bilayer organisation and signal transduction [109]. Although 
debated for a while, they are believed to form endocytic structures that 
internalise lipids and associated proteins, as well as damaged areas of the 
plasma membrane [109, 115-124]. More recently, caveolae have been shown 
to also have functional roles in sensing and protecting against mechanical 
stress. Cells subjected to stretching respond by flattening of caveolae, thus 
releasing a plasma membrane reservoir that prevents rupture [125-128]. This 
phenomenon is reversible and suggested to buffer sudden changes in 
membrane tension during mechanical stresses [125, 129, 130]. Moreover, 
flattening of caveolae results in a reorganisation of the resident proteins of 
the bulb-shaped invaginations, potentiating further downstream signalling 
effects [109, 128].  

Figure 5⏐Carriers generated from three different endocytic pathways.  
Representation of the ultrastructural morphologies of indicated endocytic carriers. Note the lack 
of a visible coat-like structure on forming CLICs.  
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The protein machinery driving the assembly of caveolae, and their 
subsequent scission from the plasma membrane, is beginning to be 
understood. Oligomers of integral membrane proteins from the caveolin 
family collaborate with oligomers of peripheral membrane proteins from the 
cavin family to form coated bulb-shaped invaginations [131]. Members 
within these families possess membrane sculpting activities [132-137], and 
are essential for caveolae generation [136, 138-144]. Assembly of caveolins 
and cavins are further believed to affect the clustering of certain lipids, and 
because of this and/or via potential direct interactions, they might recruit 
specific proteins into caveolae [131, 145]. Other membrane sculpting 
proteins associated with this machinery are EHD2 and PACSIN2, both of 
which are suggested to stabilise the plasma membrane attached structures 
[146-150]. Moreover, endocytic events are shown to depend on the activity 
of dynamin [109, 151, 152].  

Caveolae are likely intimately connected to actin cytoskeleton dynamics, 
although the molecular basis and functional implications for this cross-talk 
is presently far from clear [112]. Stress fibres are proposed to have an 
important regulatory role for the plasma membrane organisation and 
endocytosis of these structures [130]. Nevertheless, more studies are 
required to determine whether this regulation actually is a sign of direct 
interactions between actin and caveolae, or more the effect of the direct 
dependency between stress fibre dynamics and membrane tension (and 
hence solidifying the important link between caveolae dynamics and 
membrane tension).  

Endocytosis via CLICs/GEECs 

In 2002, a clathrin- and caveolae-independent endocytic pathway was 
described to mediate the uptake of glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored 
proteins (GPI-APs). GPI-APs were shown to be internalised via tubular 
uncoated invaginations, also called clathrin-independent carriers (CLICs) 
that after scission form tube and ring shaped endosomes, denoted GPI-AP 
enriched early endosomal compartments (GEECs) [153] (Figure 5). Scission 
of these carriers are dynamin-independent, but has been suggested to be 
mediated by the CtBP3/BARS protein, previously connected to fission 
events at the Golgi apparatus [154]. Molecules like CD44, fluid phase 
markers and cholera toxin subunit B (CTxB) are endocytosed via 
CLICs/GEECs, and have been important tools to study this pathway [124, 
153, 155]. Despite the fact that proteomics analysis of cellular membrane 
fractions enriched for GEECs has revealed a number of potential protein 
cargoes [155], the shortage of specific markers has hampered quests to 
dissect the molecular machinery driving this pathway. Now more than a 
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decade after its discovery, still very few protein regulators are identified, 
and the roles of these remain poorly defined.  

The contribution of the CLIC/GEEC pathway to total endocytosis seems to 
vary within and between different cell populations [155-157], and its 
biological function is not yet unravelled. Ultrastructural analysis of CLICs in 
fibroblasts has described them as constitutively working major contributors 
to total cell pinocytosis, which can internalise a plasma membrane area 
equal to the total cell surface area in less than 15 minutes [155]. This amazing 
capacity to endocytose extracellular fluid and bulk bilayer is explained by 
their rapid generation and comparatively large sizes [155]. These 
characteristics implicate the CLIC/GEEC pathway as a likely regulator of 
processes relying on quick plasma membrane turnover, such as preservation 
of lipid homeostasis, plasma membrane repair and cell surface area 
maintenance or modulation. Given their ability to locally tubulate the 
bilayer into structures of various sizes, CLICs have been suggested to be 
good candidates as sensors and responders to acute tension changes [25]. 

If, or how, cargo is sorted for uptake via CLICs/GEECs is largely unknown. 
GPI-APs localise to plasma membrane lipid nanodomains associated with 
sphingolipids and cholesterol, and internalisation via this pathway is 
dependant on cholesterol levels [153, 158]. So, formation of nanodomains of 
specific lipid and protein contents at the endocytic site could be a potential 
mechanism to gather molecules destined for uptake. Recently, galectin-3 and 
-4 were also suggested to function as adaptor proteins used by different 
subpopulations of CLICs, to link glycosphingolipids to glycosylated plasma 
membrane associated proteins and to further enforce their clustering by 
regulated oligomerisation [159]. However, it should be noted that the sorting 
of GPI-APs has been proposed to be dictated more by the bulk size of the 
extracellular protein part, rather than the properties of the lipid anchor [160].  

CLIC formation is sensitive to perturbations of actin dynamics [161], 
although the exact role of the cortical actin in this process is not yet clear. 
With precious little mechanistic insight into how this endocytic route is 
regulated, the cortex has been suggested as a contributor to cargo sorting 
and a force generator during vesicle formation [162]. The dependence of the 
CLIC/GEEC pathway on activated Arf1 and Cdc42 [153, 163] has fueled the 
proposal of a regulatory network operating upstream of actin 
polymerisation. On top of the two GTPases, this also includes their 
regulators GBF1 (an Arf1 GEF) [164] and ARHGAP10 (an Arf1 effector and 
Cdc42 GAP) [163]. As the most downstream player of this network, active 
Cdc42 is found at sites of forming CLICs, and there thought to control local 
actin polymerisation via the activation of an actin nucleation promoting 
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factor [161]. Learning how this regulation of cortex dynamics is aiding in, 
and synchronised to, the morphological stages of vesicle formation will be 
an important future task. 

As hinted above, the apparent absence of a size restrictive protein coat on 
CLICs might have important functional implications, but it also begs the 
question how bilayer deformation is actually accomplished during these 
endocytic events. It is possible that specialised plasma membrane 
environments, like the nanodomains that harbour collections of GPI-APs at 
the cell surface, can induce some local curvature on the basis of constituent 
asymmetries and adhesion to the dynamic underlying actin cortex. 
Interestingly, the clustering of cargos and lipids by binding and 
oligomerisation of galectin adaptor proteins has further been hypothesised 
to induce deformations of the bilayer [159]. Besides Arf1, which potentially 
could generate plasma membrane curvature by the insertion of an 
amphipathic helix [48], the only other membrane sculpting protein 
connected to the CLIC/GEEC pathway is GRAF1, also known as 
ARHGAP26.  

GRAF1 

GRAF1, a member of the GRAF family of multidomain proteins including 
GRAF2-3 and oligophrenin-1 [165-168], was first identified almost two 
decades ago in a screen seeking new interaction partners of focal adhesion 
kinase (FAK) [165]. Since then, the human form of this protein has been 
found to be present in at least three different isoforms, denoted GRAF1’a’-‘c’ 
[169]. Analyses of patient samples have linked GRAF1 to various disease 
states, such as alpha thalassemia mental retardation syndrome [170], 
cerebellar ataxia [171], myeloid leukaemia [172-176], gastric cancer [177] and 
metastatic brain tumours [176]. At the tissue level, GRAF1 is shown to have 
an important role in skeletal muscle development by aiding differentiation, 
fusion and repair [178-180]. At the cell level, isoform ‘a’ associates with lipid 
droplets in glial cells [169], while its corresponding transcripts are not 
detectible in for example HeLa cells [181]. In contrast, isoform ‘b’ and ‘c’ are 
in HeLa cells proposed to support the formation of CLICs [156] and 
vesiculation of tubular recycling endosomes [181], respectively. Although 
the possible connections between the functions seen on the cell and tissue 
levels must be further explored, these findings strongly implicate GRAF1 as 
a regulator of cell surface dynamics. 

At the protein level, GRAF1 has been described to harbour N-terminal Bin–
Amphiphysin–Rvs (BAR) and pleckstrin homology (PH) domains mediating 
membrane binding with a high specificity for PI(4,5)P2 [156] (Figure 6). 
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Importantly, a truncate corresponding to this part of the protein possesses 
membrane sculpting activities in in vitro liposome assays, as well as when 
overexpressed in living cells [156]. This activity, taken together with the 
suggested involvement of GRAF1 in CLIC generation and endosome 
vesiculation [156, 181], strongly implies that the molecular function of this 
protein is to deform membranes. Interestingly, GRAF1 also harbours a Rho 
GAP domain, with activity against GTPases RhoA and Cdc42 [165, 182-184]. 
Finally, a C-terminal Src homology 3 (SH3) domain confers the binding to 
FAK and dynamin [165]. Moreover, the function of this protein has been 
proposed to be regulated via phosphorylation [166, 185], and through an 
intramolecular interaction between the membrane binding domains and the 
GAP domain that autoinhibits the activity of the latter [186] (Figure 6). Still 
lacking though, is an understanding of the molecular function of GRAF1 in 
cells, i.e. how it integrates the activities of its separate domains to mediate 
processes like CLIC formation. Only when that level of knowledge has been 
acquired, are the reasons behind the clinical relevance of GRAF1 likely to 
surface. 

 

Figure 6⏐GRAF1 domain models. 
Upper panel depicts the identified domains of GRAF1 and highlights their suggested functions. 
Lower panel visualises the crescent shaped plasma membrane interaction surface that is 
expected to be formed as a result of dimerisation. Black broken arrows indicate the 
autoinhibitory intradimer interaction that competes with GTPase binding. LC – low-complexity 
region.  
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AIMS 

When initiating this work, existing knowledge about the clinically relevant 
protein GRAF1 implicated it as a regulator of cell surface dynamics because 
of a membrane sculpting property and importance in internalisation via the 
CLIC/GEEC pathway. Hence the objectives of this thesis were to: 

• determine the molecular basis for GRAF1 function in plasma 
membrane turnover during endocytosis, 
 
and to further… 

 
• characterise the biological significance of this protein. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Despite all the years that have passed from its first discovery, and the 
continuously accumulating evidence of its clinical importance, surprisingly 
little is known about how GRAF1 actually contributes to the vital processes 
that it is suggested to regulate. This thesis has therefore been dedicated to 
dissecting the molecular function of GRAF1, by combining biochemical 
methods with cell biological procedures and various microscopy techniques. 
An important tool in our approach was to detect the location and dynamics 
of various proteins of interest, by introducing gene modifications and 
expression plasmids carrying the corresponding fluorescently tagged genes. 
On the basis of their susceptibility to transfection and widespread usage, 
HeLa cells were chosen for the majority of the experiments as a human 
model system. Of note, since the three identified GRAF1 splice variants 
might have distinct cellular functions [156, 169, 181], all assays applying 
ectopic expression of this protein were performed using isoform ‘b’. 

GRAF1 AND CLICs 

In 2008, Lundmark et al identified GRAF1 as the first non-cargo marker and 
an essential regulator of the CLIC/GEEC pathway [156]. By analysing the 
cellular localisation and dynamic behaviour of GFP-tagged GRAF1 in our 
developed Flp-In T-REx HeLa cells, modified for inducible and thereby 
controllable amounts of ectopic protein expression, we confirmed and 
extended these previous findings (Paper I). Confocal microscopy of fixed 
samples showed the presence of dot- and sometimes tube-like structures, 
near the cell surface. Live-cell TIRF microscopy further allowed us to 
capture the assembly of GRAF1 at or in close proximity to the plasma 
membrane, and the subsequent disappearance of these structures. This was 
consistent with endocytic events of CLICs decorated with this protein. 
Whether GRAF1 is actually present at all endocytic events within this 
pathway, is difficult to know. It should however be noted that depleting 
HeLa cells of GRAF1 by siRNA transfection caused the same level of 
decrease in the uptake of the fluid phase marker dextran, as depleting them 
of Cdc42 (Paper I). Since CLICs were first defined as transport vesicles 
dependent on Cdc42 activity [153], this likely provides a good perspective 
on the importance of GRAF1 as a regulator of this pathway.  

Using tracking software on GRAF1 structures detected in TIRF or confocal 
spinning disc microscopy acquisitions, we found that the more transient 
protein assemblies tended to specifically localise to the leading edge of 
spontaneously polarised cells (Paper I). In line with this, capturing the 
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internalisation of fluorescently tagged CTxB or transferrin (a marker for 
CME) in migrating mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) revealed a 
concentration of CTxB uptake at the leading edge, while transferrin was 
endocytosed in a seemingly homogenous pattern over the whole cell surface 
(Paper III). Importantly, although recognised as a promiscuous cargo, a 
majority of CTxB was previously shown to enter MEFs via the CLIC/GEEC 
pathway [124]. Whether the less dynamic GRAF1 assemblies detected 
outside of the leading edge of HeLa cells (Paper I) also are recruited to the 
plasma membrane to mediate the formation of endocytic carriers in response 
to a certain cue, or if they rather will dissolve without any endocytic events 
taking place, needs to be further explored. It is conceivable that GRAF1 at 
these locations plays a role separate from the rest of the CLIC machinery. 

Our results show that GRAF1 exerts its function at the very early stages of 
CLIC formation, likely while the vesicle is still attached to the plasma 
membrane. Although TIRF microscopy can not faithfully discriminate 
between fluorescent structures present at or in close proximity to the cell 
surface, the lateral immobility of GRAF1 assemblies detected at the leading 
edge of HeLa cells over ten seconds (Paper I), indicates that these structures 
are anchored to the plasma membrane. Moreover, the transient nature of 
these structures implies that GRAF1 needs to detach from the forming 
vesicle as soon as it has played its role. This is comparable to the strict 
spatiotemporal sequential recruitment and dissociation of the protein 
regulators building the machinery behind CME. It should however be noted 
that when using fluorescent microscopy, there is a lack of defining markers 
for the different morphological stages of CLIC formation. This prevents us 
from correlating the appearance and disappearance of GRAF1 to specific 
vesicle intermediates. 

GRAF1 AND CDC42 

GRAF1 was earlier found to contain a Rho GAP domain that in vitro 
promotes the GTPase activity of both RhoA and Cdc42 [165]. After GRAF1 
was also later linked to the CLIC/GEEC pathway, an assumption arose that 
GRAF1 regulates Cdc42 function during this process. However, in vivo 
studies have rather suggested an importance of its GAP activity against 
RhoA [178, 182]. To exploit the full potential of our developed and 
characterised Flp-In T-REx HeLa cell system, we therefore decided to 
investigate the possible cross-talk between GRAF1 and Cdc42 during CLIC 
formation.  

Active Cdc42 was previously shown to cluster in plasma membrane 
domains harbouring cargo that is internalised via CLICs [161]. Flp-In TRex 
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HeLa GRAF1 cells co-expressing fluorescently tagged Cdc42, were analysed 
by confocal spinning disc microscopy (Paper I). Focusing our attention to 
GRAF1 structures in the cell periphery, it was evident that assemblies of this 
protein specifically appeared at plasma membrane domains enriched with 
the GTPase. The average lifetime of the structures were in the same range as 
that measured for assemblies at the leading edge of untransfected cells, 
indicating that they corresponded to GRAF1-mediated endocytic events. 
Importantly, these acquisitions for the first time captured GRAF1 and Cdc42 
at the same cellular location, and further substantiated the presence of these 
two proteins at the early stages of CLIC formation, consistent with the 
deficiency in fluid phase uptake seen after depletion of either of them (Paper 
I).  Interestingly, in almost half of the captured events the recruitment of 
GRAF1 coincided with a decrease in local Cdc42 enrichment, which could be 
consistent with an internalisation of the GTPase. Cdc42 has previously been 
suggested to stay transiently attached to carriers also after their scission 
[161], although we never detected any Cdc42-positive endosomes 
originating from these sites. Since clustering of the GTPase is proposed to be 
activity dependent [161], another tempting interpretation of the decrease in 
local Cdc42 enrichment at the forming endocytic site, is that an inactivation 
of the GTPase takes place as it interacts with the GRAF1 GAP domain. 

A direct interaction with Cdc42 could explain the observed specific 
membrane targeting of GRAF1. Notably, confocal microscopy revealed that 
GRAF1 was more frequently associated with tubular structures close to the 
plasma membrane in cells depleted of the GTPase, when comparing to the 
dot-like assemblies commonly detected in control cells (Paper I). The same 
phenotype was seen after drug-induced perturbation of actin 
polymerisation. This induction of GRAF1-decorated tubular structures can 
be interpreted as indicating that Cdc42-promoted actin polymerisation 
regulates the processing of forming CLICs. In fact, it has been suggested that 
scission of Shiga toxin subunit B-induced tubular invaginations, is the result 
of boundary forces promoted by actin-triggered plasma membrane 
reorganisation [187]. Since both Cdc42 depletion and actin perturbing drugs 
are known to give rise to a decrease in plasma membrane tension [32, 188-
190], there is a need to be cautious when interpreting the phenotype of 
increased localisation of GRAF1 to tubular structures under these 
circumstances. Interestingly, in cells co-expressing fluorescently tagged 
Cdc42 or Cdc42 Q61L (GTPase deficient mutant), different microscopy 
techniques revealed a striking effect on GRAF1 membrane assembly (Paper 
I). Cdc42 Q61L promoted localisation of GRAF1 to endosomal 
compartments, also decorated with the GTPase mutant. Moreover, this effect 
was mediated via the GAP domain, indicating that GRAF1 membrane 
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association is indeed regulated by Cdc42 activity, through a direct 
interaction between the two proteins. 

Further characterisation of the GRAF1- and Cdc42 Q61L-decorated 
endosomal compartments by live-cell spinning disc confocal microscopy, 
and correlative fluorescence and electron tomography microscopy, allowed 
us to identify these as endocytic carriers that were stalled in their 
intracellular maturation after internalisation (Paper I). Moreover, when 
comparing to cells co-expressing wildtype Cdc42, it was evident that Cdc42 
Q61L had a prolonged co-localisation with GRAF1. In line with this, in vitro 
pulldown experiments with purified proteins revealed a stronger GRAF1 
GAP domain interaction to the GTPase deficient mutant, than to the 
wildtype protein (Paper I).  

In light of our results we hypothesise that GRAF1 is recruited to plasma 
membrane domains enriched with Cdc42, where the two proteins will 
transiently interact, which results in an inactivation of the GTPase at some 
point during the formation of CLICs. When co-expressing Cdc42 Q61L, the 
interaction with GRAF1 will not lead to an inactivation of the GTPase, the 
association will be prolonged and both proteins are trapped on the 
internalised endocytic carriers. This entrapment is likely to interfere with the 
membrane identity change needed for subsequent fusion of these carriers 
with their downstream target membranes, which explains the discovered 
maturation defect (Paper I). 

Our data for the first time reveal the importance of strict spatiotemporal 
regulation of Cdc42 activity during CLIC formation. The successful 
internalisation of GRAF1-decorated carriers, even in cells co-expressing 
Cdc42 Q61L (Paper I), shows that this GTPase does not need to be 
inactivated before scission takes place. If Cdc42 activity is kept throughout 
all stages of carrier formation, its established function as a promoter of actin 
polymerisation suggests that local regulation of the actin machinery is an 
important component of the CLIC/GEEC pathway. Since it is likely that 
GRAF1 is recruited while the vesicle is still anchored to the plasma 
membrane, continuous activity of Cdc42 could imply that there is also a 
Cdc42 GEF present at the endocytic site, which in the initial stages of 
endocytosis counteracts the GRAF1 GAP activity. To our knowledge, no 
such GEF has been implicated in the CLIC/GEEC pathway. However, for 
the carrier to further mature, Cdc42 activity clearly must be turned off 
(Paper I), likely for the GTPase to not stay associated with the formed 
transport vesicle. This inactivation seems to be an important step for GRAF1 
to detach from the carrier, and potentially also for disengaging the actin 
machinery. Based on our evidence of a direct interaction between GRAF1 
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and Cdc42 during CLIC formation, the obvious deduction is that GRAF1 
plays a vital role in inactivating Cdc42. In this context, it should be noted 
that the Arf1 effector ARHGAP10, another Cdc42 GAP, has been implicated 
in the CLIC/GEEC pathway as a negative regulator of this GTPase via an as 
of yet unspecified mechanism [163].  

 

GRAF1 MEMBRANE SCULPTING FUNCTION 

HeLa cells expressing fluorescently tagged truncates of GRAF1 
corresponding to the BAR-PH or BAR-PH-GAP domains, showed distinctive 
localisation patterns when analysed by confocal microscopy (Figure 7). In 
contrast to the BAR-PH-GAP protein, BAR-PH was frequently enriched on 
tubular structures. Moreover, when co-expressing GTPase deficient Cdc42 in 
these cells, there was an accumulation of BAR-PH-GAP protein assemblies 
similar to those identified as trapped endocytic carriers decorated with full- 

Figure 7⏐GAP domain dependent GRAF1 localisation. 
Upper panel displays fluorescent micrographs detecting full-length GRAF1, or indicated 
truncates of this protein, in HeLa cells. Lower panel corresponds to quantifications of the ratio 
of cells with abundant GRAF1 or GRAF1-truncate membrane assemblies (≥ 15 structures per 
cell), without or with co-expression of GTPase deficient Cdc42.  
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length GRAF1, while no obvious effect was seen on the localisation pattern 
of the BAR-PH protein (Paper I and Figure 7). Thus, it seems that the 
presence of a GAP domain somehow gives an extra level of regulation of the 
membrane sculpting activity of GRAF1. Potentially this effect is originating 
simply from the BAR-PH-GAP protein being targeted to a different 
nanoenvironment than the BAR-PH protein. However, since the GAP 
domains of GRAF1 and its close relative oligophrenin-1 have been shown to 
be autoinhibited by an intramolecular interaction to the BAR and PH 
domains [186], the extra level of regulation inferred by the GAP domain 
could also be due to a direct effect imposed on the membrane sculpting 
domains. To better appreciate how GRAF1 functions during formation of 
CLICs, we needed to seek the molecular mechanism behind its membrane 
sculpting ability and further establish the potential impact on this function 
by the GAP domain. 

Several BAR domain containing proteins have been characterised on the 
basis of their membrane sculpting abilities [191]. A scaffolding strategy is 
commonly seen among these proteins, were they dimerise or oligomerise to 
construct a crescent shaped positively charged surface, which binds 
negatively charged lipid head groups and thereby enforces its intrinsic 
curvature on the bilayer. Using different biochemical assays, we therefore 
tested whether this molecular strategy could also explain the membrane 
sculpting activity of GRAF1 (Paper II). Since we had problems with 
purifying stable full-length GRAF1, our experiments employed the BAR-PH-
GAP truncate as a substitute in a comparison with the BAR-PH protein. 
Cross-linking and liposome sedimentation assays indicated that both 
truncates occur as dimers in solution and can bind Folch liposomes. 
Comparisons to other BAR-PH proteins with a determined crystal structure, 
implied that such dimers form as a result of a BAR-to-BAR domain 
interaction that positions the respective PH domain at the distal ends of the 
molecule [192-194] (Figure 8). However, only in the case of the BAR-PH-
GAP protein did the presence of liposomes clearly promote the formation of 
species of higher molecular weights. This indicates that GRAF1 dimers, 
upon binding to the plasma membrane, can oligomerise in a GAP domain 
dependent manner. Hence, either this oligomerisation is the result of 
interdimer GAP-to-GAP, or GAP-to-BAR-PH, interactions.  

Pulldown experiments revealed a clear association between the GAP 
domain and BAR-PH domains (Paper II). Interestingly, this could mean that 
the autoinhibition and oligomerisation site on the dimers are overlapping. 
Performing the liposome sedimentation assay in the presence of soluble 
GDP-bound Cdc42 and AlFx to mimic its transition state, which we know 
has a good affinity for the GAP domain (Paper I), indeed decreased the 
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oligomerisation activity of the BAR-PH-GAP protein. Moreover, introducing 
a R412D point mutation in the BAR-PH-GAP truncate to abolish Cdc42 
binding (Paper I), also resulted in diminished oligomerisation capacity 
(Paper II). Thus, our data suggest that the autoinhibition site is overlapping 
with, or is even the same as the oligomerisation site, further implying that 
the autoinhibition must be lifted to allow oligomerisation of GRAF1. 
However, it should be noted that more experiments are needed to 
conclusively ensure that the oligomerisation potential imposed by the GAP 
domain is not due to a structural stabilisation of the BAR-PH domains.  

 

A commonly used method to assay for membrane sculpting ability of 
proteins, is to incubate them with spherical liposomes and then determine 
the formation of tubular structures by electron microscopy [195]. To test 

Figure 8⏐Model of a dimer of the GRAF1 membrane binding module. 
Protein backbone and electron density map representations of the predicted structure of the 
BAR-PH dimer. Arrowheads mark the PH domains. The model was created on the basis of the 
solved structure of the BAR-PH domains from the homologous human ACAP1 protein (4NSW) 
[194]. 
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whether oligomerisation of GRAF1 could be the molecular function behind 
the membrane sculpting properties of this protein, this liposome assay was 
used to evaluate the BAR-PH-GAP, BAR-PH-GAP R412D and BAR-PH 
truncates (Paper II). There was a clear correlation between the 
oligomerisation efficiency and the ability to induce tubular structures of the 
respective protein. On this basis, we suggest that the molecular function of 
GRAF1 during formation of CLICs is to oligomerise into a scaffold that 
imposes curvature on the plasma membrane to thereby aid in carrier 
formation. 

We propose a model where GRAF1 is recruited to the plasma membrane as 
autoinhibited dimers (Figure 9). Even if it is not yet confirmed for GRAF1, 
binding of the oligophrenin GAP domain to the BAR-PH domains have been 
shown to not disrupt their membrane binding [186]. It also seems likely that 
the GAP domain in this way is kept under strict spatiotemporal control until 
the protein reaches its site of function. Importantly, this would further imply 
that Cdc42 does not directly control the binding of GRAF1 to the plasma 
membrane. When concentrated at the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane 
the autoinhibition is somehow opened and an oligomerisation reaction can 
proceed, in which the GAP domain of one dimer binds to the BAR-PH 
domains of its neighbour. Oligomerisation promotes bilayer deformation 
and appearance of increased curvatures otherwise opposed by the physical 
properties of the cell surface.  

In vitro, oligomerisation spontaneously takes place on liposomes, likely 
reflecting the usage of an unnaturally high protein concentration. What 
factor (or factors) that recruits and actually lifts the autoinhibition of GRAF1 
in vivo can only be speculated upon at this point. This protein has a 
preference for binding PI(4,5)P2 lipids and membranes of a certain curvature 
[156], so the lipid environment is likely playing an important role for both 
regulatory steps. In this context, the potential of galectins as adaptors that 
can cluster cargo and induce some plasma membrane curvature, is a very 
interesting concept [159]. Our finding that GRAF1 specifically assembles at 
domains enriched with Cdc42 suggests that the presence of this GTPase in 
its active form, in that specific environment, can transiently outcompete the 
autoinhibitory intramolecular interaction within the dimers. Thereby Cdc42 
would promote GRAF1 assembly at the plasma membrane by allowing 
oligomerisation to proceed. By this proposed mechanism the interaction 
between GRAF1 and Cdc42 would ensure that GRAF1 membrane sculpting 
ability, as well as Cdc42 activity, is strictly spatiotemporally contained 
during CLIC formation. Such a two-component system would allow the 
simultaneous coordination of membrane and actin dynamics at the site of 
endocytosis. 
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Figure 9⏐Model of GRAF1 function in CLIC-mediated endocytosis. 
GRAF1 dimers are recruited to membrane domains enriched with active Cdc42 (i). Release of 
the autoinhibition, promoted by a transient interaction with this GTPase, can initiate an 
oligomerisation cascade that allows GRAF1 to aid in sculpting of the plasma membrane into 
endocytic carriers (ii). This mechanism simultaneously restricts Cdc42 activity, an important 
step for correct carrier maturation. GRAF1 oligomers are only transiently associated with the 
carrier membranes, and will detach at an early stage of their maturation (iii).  
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As an extra note, the biochemical assays mentioned above provided us with 
important clues about the functional effects of the R412D mutation that 
could explain some of the phenotypes seen in our GFP-GRAF1 R412D Flp-In 
TREx HeLa cells (Paper I). Our findings suggest that the R412D mutation not 
only interferes with the affinity for Cdc42, but also with the intramolecular 
autoinhibitory interaction (Paper II). Even if the mutation has affected the 
oligomerisation capacity to a certain extent, it has also decreased the 
restriction on GRAF1 membrane sculpting activity by relieving the 
autoinhibition. This could explain why GRAF1 R412D still retained its 
membrane sculpting function, but independent of Cdc42 (Paper I). 

GRAF1 AND CELL MOVEMENT 

As one of the strategies to learn more about GRAF1 cellular function, we 
aimed at finding novel interaction partners of the protein. Besides a 
previously detected binding to dynamin [156], immunoprecipitation of 
GRAF1 from cleared rat brain lysate also fished out FAK and G-protein-
coupled receptor kinase-interacting target 1 (GIT1) (Paper III). FAK, GIT1 
and dynamin all have strong associations to cellular adhesion structures 
[196-202], which was especially interesting since GRAF1 previously had 
been suggested to localise to FAs [165]. Epifluorescence microscopy of fixed 
HeLa cells detecting endogenous or overexpressed myc-GRAF1 identified 
the protein in dot-like structures positive for vinculin, a marker for different 
adhesion structures (Paper III). Importantly, in contradiction to the earlier 
findings, we never saw GRAF1 located to the easily recognisable FAs 
positive for vinculin. However, manipulating our cell system in various 
ways that lead to downregulation of FAs (i.e. by interfering with RhoA 
activity, or increasing Cdc42 activity), promoted the targeting of GRAF1 to 
dot-like vinculin positive structures at the basal surface of cells. A similar 
targeting was seen in cells co-expressing Src Y527F (dominant active), a 
mutant protein that just like GTPase deficient Cdc42 is known to induce 
invadopodia formation [203-205]. The presence of dynamin, GIT1 and FAK 
was confirmed at some of these podosome-like adhesions (PLAs).  

It is hard to say whether the PLAs induced by our manipulations of the 
HeLa cells are really present under physiological conditions. Other cell lines, 
for example those that spontaneously form podosomes, should be studied to 
determine whether the CLIC machinery is really recruited to such specific 
adhesive structures. Interestingly, we noted that induced PLAs did cluster 
the receptor for the endocytic cargo CTxB (Paper III). Co-staining migrating 
MEFs incubated with fluorescently labelled CTxB and transferrin, with 
paxillin (another adhesion marker), revealed a significantly higher co-
localisation of this marker with CTxB internalised at the leading edge, than 
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with the transferrin endocytosed in a homogenous pattern over the cell 
surface. Moreover, even if GRAF1 was never found to be a component of 
FAs, tubes labelled with CTxB were often seen in conjunction to these 
structures in HeLa cells, indicating that GRAF1 might still be mediating 
endocytosis of cargo from these locations of higher membrane order. The 
communication with FAs was especially easy to capture when imaging cells 
co-expressing GFP-tagged GRAF1 R412D or the BAR-PH truncate together 
with RFP-paxillin, although knowledge gained after performing these 
specific experiments might question the relevance of analysing constructs 
that can not interact with Cdc42.  

The indications of GRAF1 as a mediator of endocytosis of plasma membrane 
constituents from adhesion sites, pointed towards an importance of this 
protein in cell spreading and migration. Indeed, cells depleted of GRAF1 
using siRNA presented an elongated phenotype with a smaller substrate-
surface attached area and were defective in migration, as assessed by a 
scratch wound healing assay (Paper III). These data show that GRAF1 is 
important for cell spreading and migration, likely by regulating the turnover 
of adhesion components through endocytosis via CLICs. While collecting 
these data our collaborators confirmed that GEECs associate with a number 
of proteins implicated in cell adhesion and further verified that ablation of 
the CLIC endocytic pathway results in cell migration defects [155].  

By studying the trafficking of the small GTPase Rab8, we believe that we 
might have found one explanation for the deficiency in spreading and 
migration observed in cells depleted of GRAF1 (Paper IV). Rab8 mediates 
secretory and recycling trafficking, and cycles between the Golgi apparatus, 
the plasma membrane and the endosomal system in an activity dependent 
manner [206]. Active Rab8 promotes polarised exocytosis, and the formation 
of protrusions like filopodia and lamellipodia at the leading edge of cells. 
Capturing the dynamics of GFP-tagged GRAF1 and RFP-tagged Rab8 or 
Rab8 Q67L (GTPase deficient mutant), in a developed Flp-In TREx HeLa cell 
line by live-cell confocal spinning disc microscopy, revealed that active Rab8 
was internalised via GRAF1-decorated CLICs at protrusions. Notably, 
GRAF1 never localised to exocytic vesicles positive for the GTPase. 
Interestingly, cells depleted of GRAF1 by siRNA transfection to abrogate the 
CLIC/GEEC pathway (Paper I), caused a global increase of the GTP-bound 
form of Rab8, as assessed by activity pulldowns from cleared cell lysates 
(Paper IV). This indicates that the inactivation of a pool of this GTPase is 
dependent on its internalisation via CLICs, consistent with Rab8 activity 
being spatiotemporally regulated en route between different membrane 
compartments [207]. 
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Live-cell confocal spinning disc microscopy of elongated cells depleted of 
GRAF1 revealed an enrichment of Rab8 at the proximal tips (Paper IV). In 
these regions an increased number of secretory vesicles positive for Rab8 
and the metalloproteinase MT1-MMP, a cargo of the Rab8-dependent 
secretory pathway, were found [208]. Moreover, in these cells the phospho-
Par6 polarity marker was relocated and showed a similar pattern of tip 
enrichment, indicating some kind of hyperpolarisation. Consistent with this, 
cells depleted of GRAF1 were found to be deficient in their ability to adapt a 
circular (unpolarised) shape when grown in microwell plates that restrict 
their spreading. On the basis of these findings, we propose that GRAF1 and 
CLICs regulate Rab8 activity by mediating its retrieval from the plasma 
membrane. Abrogation of this internalisation step likely captures active 
Rab8 at protrusions, thereby giving hyperpolarised cells that have limited 
ability to spread and migrate. Taken together, our data implies that GRAF1-
mediated endocytosis controls the balance between endocytosis and 
exocytosis at the leading edge, thereby influencing cell shape and 
movement. 
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MAJOR FINDINGS 

• GRAF1 and Cdc42 coordinate the formation of dynamic CLICs at the 
leading edge of cells. 

• Cdc42 transiently interacts with the GRAF1 GAP domain during 
endocytic carrier formation, which leads to the inactivation of the 
GTPase. 

• Intracellular maturation of CLICs, but not their formation, relies on an 
inactivation of Cdc42. 

• Upon binding to lipid scaffolds, GRAF1 exerts its membrane sculpting 
function via a GAP domain dependent oligomerisation mechanism. 

• The oligomerisation epitope in the GRAF1 GAP domain overlaps with 
the autoinhibition interaction surface, i.e. the Cdc42 binding site.  

• Cdc42 activity affects membrane assembly of GRAF1. 

• GRAF1 shows affinity to proteins associated with cell adhesions, but is 
not a component of FAs. 

• GRAF1 and CLICs play a vital role in cell spreading and migration. 

• GRAF1 and CLICs regulate the turnover of surface located active Rab8, a 
determinator of cell polarity. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

The studies included in this thesis were aimed at dissecting the molecular 
and cellular functions of the clinically relevant protein GRAF1. Beyond 
describing the mechanism of action for this protein, we have managed to 
establish the importance of its collaboration with Cdc42 during the 
formation of CLICs. The interaction between membrane sculpting GRAF1 
and actin polymerisation promoting Cdc42, at sites of endocytosis, is clearly 
impacting on the activities of both proteins. This two-component system 
therefore presents a beautiful example of how the cell has developed a 
conceptually quite simple strategy for strict spatiotemporal regulation of 
energetically unfavourable surface deformation, by directly coupling plasma 
membrane and cortical actin dynamics. So far, studies aimed at improving 
the understanding of these endocytic events have relied on identification of 
these carriers via morphology and cargo molecules that are not necessarily 
specific. Hopefully our established HeLa cell model system, that utilises 
GRAF1 as a non-cargo marker for the CLIC/GEEC pathway, can be used as 
a tool to advance the currently very sparse understanding about this 
endocytic route.  

Learning more about GRAF1 molecular function is important, not only for 
understanding its involvement in disease, but also to improve its potential 
as a CLIC/GEEC pathway marker for the future. For example, its utility as a 
pathway marker would benefit from unravelling how and when GRAF1 
assembles into oligomers during CLIC formation. According to our results, 
GRAF1 is transiently needed in the early steps of this process and the 
autoinhibitory conformation is an important spatiotemporal regulator of its 
membrane sculpting function. As previously suggested [166, 185] and 
evident from our protein gels, GRAF1 exists in different phosphorylation 
states, but the functional implications of these post-translational 
modifications are not yet understood. It is also not known, whether there are 
different populations of vesicles generated under this denotation, in terms of 
regulators and cargo. The pleomorphic nature of these compartments could 
perhaps be an indicator of such divergence. It would therefore be feasible to 
determine how GRAF1 relates to the other players suggested to be part of 
the CLIC/GEEC machinery, such as Arf1, ARHGAP10 and galectin-3 and -4.  

Since the disruption of the GRAF1 gene expression is associated with serious 
diseases, it is important to seek an understanding of the function of the other 
isoforms that are present in the relevant tissues. In our HeLa cell system, we 
did not see any indications of involvement of GRAF1 in processing of 
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recycling compartments, a function that was recently suggested for isoform 
‘c’ [181]. It would be nice to set up a Flp-In TREx HeLa cell system with 
inducible expression of GRAF1 isoform ‘c’, to further dissect the 
involvement of the protein in recycling. The primary sequence difference of 
GRAF1 isoform ‘b’ and ‘c’ is actually quite small (37 amino acids) and 
corresponds to part of the low-complexity region, situated between the GAP 
and SH3 domains. Interestingly, the low-complexity region contains a 
number of predicted kinase binding and phosphorylation sites, indicating 
that any identified functional divergences between these two isoforms, 
could indeed lead to important clues about regulation of the molecular 
activities of GRAF1.   

Aside from the new knowledge gathered about the role of GRAF1, the 
studies included in this thesis have also revealed important aspects about 
the biological function of the CLIC/GEEC pathway. The association of CLIC 
formation with regions of high cell surface dynamics, and its importance for 
cell spreading and migration, is clear. Based on these data, it is very 
tempting to speculate a connection between the vitalness of GRAF1 function 
for CLIC endocytosis, and the importance of the CLIC/GEEC pathway as a 
regulator of cell movement, to the suggestion that GRAF1 is a tumour 
suppressor. Enhanced migration is an important characteristic of metastatic 
cancer cells. It would be of great interest to test whether the elongated cell 
shape and hyperpolarisation seen after GRAF1 depletion, could actually 
enhance cell movement in a more physiologically relevant three-dimentional 
environment.  

One obvious step in driving the endocytosis field forward, is to develop 
more clinically relevant assay systems for studying GRAF1 and the 
CLIC/GEEC pathway. It is also essential to keep an open mind regarding 
the potential biological functions of this internalisation machinery. The 
extensive characterisation of CME has provided the field of endocytosis with 
an important knowledge base, but because of the focused research into this 
one pathway, for many years the perception about endocytic machineries 
was that of receptor-induced uptake systems, with defined cargo contents, 
coats and sizes. However, in recent years it has become clear that this is a 
very narrow-minded and inhibitory view of the reality. A good example of 
how the field has advanced, is the recent appreciation that caveolae are not 
only endocytic structures, but also sensors and regulators of membrane 
tension [125]. It is now recognised that the biological functions of endocytic 
routes can vary, consistent with their often cell or tissue specific 
distributions. Care should therefore be taken when deciding what model 
systems to work with in the future. 
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Perhaps the lack of an identified intricate molecular system and specific 
cargos, could be an important hint to the regulation and biological function 
of the CLIC/GEEC pathway. Increased knowledge of cell surface 
mechanical properties has lead to the realisation of potential vital roles of 
active plasma membrane and cortical actin organisation, in driving surface 
invagination and scission of transport vesicles independent of clathrin and 
dynamin. In light of this, the pleomorphic morphologies and high endocytic 
capacity of CLICs seem to point towards the fact that this route is 
responsible for quick turnover of certain lipid domains, and with them are 
brought anchored proteins and a sample fluid volume of the extracellular 
environment. Constant reorganisation of the plasma membrane constituents 
is a vital process in keeping polarisation, which would explain the 
pronounced activity of the CLIC/GEECs pathway at the leading edge of 
cells. More efforts need to be directed into relating CLIC formation to local 
cell surface properties, like lipid content and tension, to reassess if it is really 
appropriate to describe this pathway as a constitutive endocytic route. 
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